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NEWS FROM THE BOARD

From President Andrea Roth
It's Nominating Season

The AWA is entering its 62nd year and it’s still
going strong. To me, that is an amazing
achievement, given the fact that membership is
in permanent transition. It shows that there is a
genuine need for what the AWA has to offer and
that its mission has stayed attractive for more
than six decades. But what exactly is this
mission? We all have some understanding of it,
yet it’s not so easy to describe in a few telling
words. The Board set out to do just this. Read
Rachel Bourke’s article in this month’s issue to
find out what we have come up with.
To keep the AWA going, it does not only need a
good raison d’être but also all of you, our
2017-18 AWA Board Members
engaged members, who participate and
contribute in so many different ways. Thank you
for keeping the AWA alive and buzzing with energy. From coordinating a hike, to organizing a
local tour - every role at the AWA not only benefits the members, but most of the leaders who
commit the time and energy to these roles also feel a sense of fun and purpose. So if you’re
looking for a new challenge, there is a role for you on our Board of vibrant, fun and interesting
women. Want to know more about it? Read what some of our outgoing Board members have
to say. And if a Board position is not exactly your cup of tea, but may be just right for your
AWA friend, please nominate her. Any questions? Please contact me or any other Board
member. We’d love to hear from you!
Andrea
“Being on the Board of the AWA has been
an extremely rewarding experience for
me. It has been an eye-opener to
understand in depth what the AWA
means: to the members it so
wholeheartedly welcomes, to the
charities it supports, and to the
supporting organizations that marvel at
the work we do. I have grown in ways I
would have never imagined and learned
so much about Hong Kong. And what's
most exciting is that I've made some
amazing friends along the way.”
Gunjali Singh, 1st VP Fundraising

“If you have ever taken the time to observe ants,
you may have noticed that there doesn’t seem to
be a hierarchy, yet they all know what to do.
Whatever the obstacle, they do everything to
surmount it, keeping the unwavering course
despite carrying eight times the weight of their
own bodies. This is the dynamic of the AWA
Charitable Donations Committee! These past two
years as a Chairwoman of CDC have matured
me as a person. I am humbled by the trust of the
volunteers and the support of the Board. It has
given me the enormous privilege to meet role
models I wouldn’t have met otherwise and has
given me an in depth look at situations that
cannot leave anyone indifferent. I welcome any
Team Leader to step into the role to continue this
important work.”
Gabriela Caraman-Heijnen, Charitable Donations
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MEMBERSHIP

AWA Members Enjoying the Jiao Festival

The AWA (American Women’s Association) is a dynamic community of women of all nationalities, with over
650 members from 36 countries. We are sure you will find your niche through our diverse range of activities,
events and opportunities to volunteer. All women are welcome – do join us!
Current members – you are our best ambassadors. Please introduce new arrivals and old friends to AWA –
over wine at OWL, at a Neighborhood Coffee, a WOW event, or encourage them to attend CHAT. AWA’s vision is
that all women can connect with us and develop a rich, satisfying and purposeful life in Hong Kong.
Joining AWA is easy via our website at: awa.org.hk or call 2527 2961.

Welcome New Members
Anna McLeod
Sarah Rawiller
Helen Davis
Ailin Graef

Stella Hogan
Susan Mair
Tara Buckley
Kajal Sherchan Rai

Mika Marumoto
Tanya Love
Leanne Whittingham
Ravina Lalvani

Diane Anderson
Jackie Hopkins
Judith Martin
Nikki Jones

Katie Dönszelmann
Joanne Pacewicz
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AWA ENJOYS

Archery Event,
Shopping at the Sun Ngai Brass Factory, and
Yuen Yuen Excursion
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AWA ENJOYS

HACTL Super Terminal 1 Tour
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AWA’S MISSION

& HOW WE TALK ABOUT WHAT WE DO
If you’re like me, someone introduced you to the AWA.
They said something like, “I think you’d really like this . . .
mahjong class, walks with Jason Wordie, a thing called
OWL we do on Tuesdays with the girls at Oolaa . . . The list
is endless with all the things we do.”
Then, if you’re like me you said something like, “Well, what
does the AWA stand for?” And she will say, “The American
Women’s Association.” And then there is a pause, and she
looks at you expectantly. “But I’m not…,” and before I can
ﬁnish the sentence, she replies, “Oh, but you don’t have to
be American to be a member!” Phew, glad we covered that
up front. “Okay,” I say, “so if it’s not a group of American
Women, then what it is?”
Now this is where my story probably departs from most.
I’ve never done Foon Ying or taken an AWA hike (if you
know me, this isn’t likely to happen anytime soon.); I’ve
never gone on an Asian Tour (yet!) The very ﬁrst time I
met with ladies from the AWA, it was in our old oﬃce on
Kennedy Road. We were wedged into the meeting room
between metal ﬁling cabinets and were gathered for the
ﬁrst committee meeting of this event called the Charity
Bazaar. I only knew the one person who said I should join
the AWA and now I was at an event meeting. Needless to
say, I had no idea this would lead to me making some of
the most valuable friendships of my life.
So, when people ask me what is the AWA about, they
assume it’s all charity events because that’s what I’m
always doing. But as you may know, we are and do so
much more. Whenever I speak about the AWA, it’s usually
about the charities ﬁrst - how we give $1M HKD to some
20 charities plus scholarships. Then I think of our volunteering to teach English, or teach interview skills to
secondary school students. Next I think of dragon boating,
because we have the most awesome team. By the time I’m
done reeling oﬀ the kinds of activities we do, people are
often overwhelmed or confused. How and why do we do
so much?
So the AWA Board challenged themselves to look at the
ways we could talk about what we do in a way that was
easy and made sense quickly to those who had no idea
who we were. How can we help someone know our many
parts without making it seem like we only focused on one
thing?
We started with our mission statement. I don’t know if
you’ve ever noticed our mission statement - what we think
we are needed for here in Hong Kong (hint: it’s inside the
AWAre magazine and also on our website.) Without
looking, can you remember what it is?
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“A volunteer organization of international women supporting
Hong Kong charities and schools through community service
and monetary grants, while providing educational and social
activities for our members.”
While this is accurate:
1. We are volunteers;
2. We are women from over 30 nationalities;
3. We support Hong Kong charities and schools;
4. We serve the community through volunteering and
grants; and
5. We provide social activities and opportunities to learn
new things,
we felt like it didn’t adequately capture our energy and our
passion. So the Board started with the simple question of
how we can better communicate who we are, our elevator
pitch so-to-speak, and then the discussion turned to
larger questions: Who are we? What is our vision? What is
our place in Hong Kong? What are the things we do best?
So the Board sat down and talked about what we loved
most about us. What draws us to the AWA and keeps us
coming back? What do we feel it gives us individually, and
what does it give to the community? We spent hours
deliberating these questions and here’s what we
discovered:
The AWA woman is at the center of our mission. In all we do at
AWA, we are focused on what we are providing for her- whether
it is pleasant experiences, tools of empowerment, or a platform
for contribution. Our mission is to support this woman in Hong
Kong.
Which leads us to what we want people (who may not be
introduced to the AWA through a friend) to know about
us? (Drum-roll please!)

We are a vibrant organization of international women.
Our mission is to welcome and empower women to
connect and contribute in Hong Kong.
We are excited at this evolution. We think this puts our
women at the center of everything we do, whether they
are new to Hong Kong and ﬁnding their way around, or
they are like me and love the opportunity to serve and to
hang out with some pretty impressive women.
We welcome your thoughts and any questions you may
have and can’t wait to see you at an event, committee
meeting, or activity sometime soon!
Email your thoughts and questions to Rachel at
publicrelations@awa.org.hk

OTM AWA Half Dec 2016.pdf 1 12/8/2016 5:23:49 PM
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FEATURE

A Follow-Up Chat with our
Lingnan University Students
By Helen Carruthers

AS CHAIR OF THE AWA Education and Scholarship
Committee, it was a privilege last year to interview four female
students from Lingnan University who had applied to the
AWA to receive a summer scholarship. Initially, we had three
grants to award but because all of the candidates were
excellent, the AWA Board generously made the decision to
find the extra money needed to fund a fourth student. In
September, AWA President Andrea Roth and I enjoyed
catching up with the students to find out first-hand about their
overseas internships. Let me introduce you to four
exceptional young women all in their early twenties:

Hiu Ling Cheung (Cathy)

Keen to pursue a career in social care, Cathy applied to work
for Werkstatt Bremen, a non-profit organization that operates
daily workshops for those with a variety of disabilities in
Bremen, Germany. It was a life-changing experience, as
Cathy built relationships with both the users of the center and
the staff. It was her job to teach people to cook and prepare
food in the canteen – even teaching them how to make
dumplings. Despite only speaking a little German, Cathy
found that with body language and perseverance, she was
able to communicate with the clients. They, in turn, taught her
some German words while she taught them English. She
learned to build close working relationships with the disabled
by holding their hands or by giving them a hug. Cathy says,
“Trust and love built between us, bit by bit.”
Cathy grew immensely in confidence, learning leadership
skills from her supervisor and how to successfully organize
activities. She observed the importance of allowing the
participants in the program the opportunity to make their own
choices and to respect them. Independent decision-making
is encouraged at the center and the staff only intervene if
needed. Cathy contrasts this to Hong Kong’s general
approach where she has seen parents and carers rushing to
help the disabled straight away. Cathy says: “Those with
mental disabilities can do more than you imagine. They have
their own thoughts and desires and want respect along with
autonomy. It really inspired me.”
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Cathy adds, “Thank you AWA for your financial
assistance. Through this experience, I found that I really have
a passion for community service. I would like to become a
social worker after I graduate from university.”

Ka Wing Ho (Wibie)

Before her overseas
internship, Wibie was
not entirely sure where
her history degree
would lead her.
However, she knew she
wanted to broaden her
horizons and step out of
her comfort zone, giving
her a wider view of the
world. This led to Wibie
attending the Wone
internship program as a
marketing intern for new
Wibie with friend Jappy Cheung
start-up business
“Curler App,” based in Barcelona. The work was interesting
and Wibie learned to develop her marketing research and
analytical skills in the field of health and beauty services.
Working alongside colleagues, Wibie managed the website
and customer comments, as well as posting a blog about
current beauty trends. Recent business studies courses that
she’d undertaken proved useful and it was satisfying to be
able to make such a positive contribution to the company. In
addition, Wibie loves writing so she kept a diary of her
experiences.
Wibie says: “The time in Barcelona inspired my creativity.
I found I really enjoyed creating new things and new
campaigns. I have found a career direction. Without the
support from the AWA, I wouldn’t have had this once-in-alifetime opportunity.”

FEATURE

Ngan Ying Mak (Cherry)

Unlike her fellow students based in Europe, Cherry found
herself working in Australia at Macleay Museum (part of the
University of Sydney). Cherry majors in translation so working
with the Chinese birds’ collection gave her a new
understanding of the natural world. Her project was to
undertake research on the different species and to use the
museum’s database to find additional information. One of her
main tasks was to describe the bird taxidermy, writing in an
engaging and interesting way, as well as translating English
into Chinese. Cherry learned about the method and process
of taxidermy as well as studying the background of a huge
variety of birds.
Another of Cherry’s
jobs was to take
photographs of the
molluscs, recording
each one accurately,
enabling both scholars
and the general public
to access the archives
and find out more
about malacology.
Photography was
already an interest of
Cherry’s so she was
delighted to be given
this opportunity to take
pictures in a professional studio environment and appreciate
the beauty of each shell.
Cherry found her colleagues friendly and easygoing and
enjoyed being part of a team. She says: “Whenever we had a
tea break, we would talk about politics, culture and trending
topics. I heard about Aboriginal history and their community.
The solid hands-on experience has given me a range of new
skills and has laid a foundation for my future career. The
internship did not only enhance my global vision but also
gave me an opportunity to have a better understanding
of myself.”

Sze Man Wong (Cathy)

With her interest in history, Cathy was fascinated to stay in the
small, historic town of Piombino in Italy, immersing herself in
the culture and lifestyle. During her internship, Cathy worked
with young children in a local kindergarten and community
center. It was her job to care for the youngsters as well as to
teach them English. Although Cathy couldn’t communicate
with the children in Italian, she was amazed at how they were
able to understand one another through body language.
Sometimes the children became frustrated and unable to
deal with their emotions, which meant that Cathy needed to
exercise patience and use her initiative to calm them down.
However, Cathy observed that learning to express emotion
appropriately increases a child’s social skills.
Cathy also noticed how happy and engaged the Italian
children were enjoying both indoor and outdoor activities.
One key area was the emphasis placed on the importance of
learning through play. This is in sharp contrast to the way
children are generally educated in Hong Kong where
studying hard is afforded the greatest importance, placing
huge pressure on them. The experience has increased
Cathy’s desire to understand more about the psychology
behind children’s behaviour. And she knows that she
definitely wants to work with children in the future.
On a personal level, Cathy learned how to adapt to a new
environment and way of life. She shared an apartment with
another female student from Costa Rica and the friendly local
volunteers welcomed both Cathy and her flatmate into their
homes. Cathy feels that she changed a lot during her time
overseas, benefiting enormously from her Italian adventure.
Going forward, Cathy hopes to continue her studies by
undertaking a Master’s degree in children’s education. She
says: “This was an unforgettable experience for me. I now
have a clear target for my career path.”
AWA’s education and scholarship grants have clearly
made a meaningful impact on the lives of these students.
Your contributions to the AWA make these grants possible.
Thank you!
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Women in Art
Why We Should Care
by marcy laront
Hong Kong loves art! And March has become HK’s dedication to art with several
high proﬁle international art exhibitions in and around our fair city. On March 1st,
the AWA puts forth our contribution to HK’s month-long art celebration with its
third Art on the Line (AOTL) event being held at The Annex in Central.
AOTL 2018 is a one-night-only event featuring the talent of female artists from
Hong Kong and around the globe, showcasing diversity in age, experience,
training and styles. The only all-female art event in Hong Kong, AOTL has been
overwhelmingly well received. Raising over HK $200k per event for the AWA’s
charitable fund, AOTL is one of the most successful and hotly anticipated
fundraising events in the AWA line up. AOTL
2018 will boast the works of Korean-Canadian artist Xadie Ja; the unique and
colorful paint and mixed media art of
Kim Schuessler; and once again, is
fortunate to be able to feature the
exquisite ceramic hinged pieces of
Elise Van Stolk. (See her current
installation the next time you are in
the Singapore Airport.) A special
addition to the lineup of featured
artists will be the work of Hong
Kong’s illustrator, Tanya Bennett,
known simply as Pirate.

O
n
Art

But why feature only female artists? In 2015, when the AWA ﬁrst put on its Art
on the Line event (the brainchild of long time member, Celine O’Connor and
passion of long time member, Regine Pocsatko), it was discussed whether or
not to make this art exhibit a special showcase for women. It was a decision
not taken lightly. We were launching a new event in a climate that was
becoming heavy with art. It had to be successful, and we were fortunate to be
garnering the attention of some prominent male artists. Ultimately, it was
decided that AOTL would showcase exclusively women artists. In my humble
opinion, it was and remains the right decision.
In answer to the question most simply, we are the American Women’s Association of Hong Kong (AWA), and we champion women, young girls and any
other traditionally or currently marginalized population in Hong Kong. Unfortunately, worldwide, women still fall into this category. 2017 was a year that
dramatically highlighted this fact.
A quick history lessons shows us that women have been systematically excluded from recognition in art history. By at least one account, the very ﬁrst historical drawing that might be considered art was done by a female artist. Yet that
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YOU Won’t want to MISS THIS
YEAR’S EVENT On 1 March 2018
IN A NEW LOCATION:
THE ANNEX, CENTRAL
is nowhere close to common knowledge in circles that pride themselves on the love of both art and history. Sociocultural signiﬁcant forms
of art such as weaving and pottery, historically done by women in every
civilization, are not considered art but rather “craft.” In more modern
times, as was the case with education, property rights and a political
voice, women were denied art training. And those ﬁrst female
artists who were eventually recognized, were deemed
beyond the “norm” such that their
art could not be ignored, despite
all inclinations to do just that. The
following is an illustrative quote
taken from a 2015 essay by
Camile Gajewski of Tate, “…
artist and instructor Hans
Hoffmann once said in a
‘compliment’ to the inﬂuential
abstract expressionist painter Lee
Krasner in the mid-20th century:
‘This is so good you wouldn’t know it
was done by a woman.’”

L
i
n
e
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This perspective, aside from simply being offensive, also serves to ignore the
important fact that the very different perspectives and experiences that are
intrinsically male and female are vitally important contributions to the overall
spectrum of art. Art, after all, is about expression, truth, and communication,
and perhaps most importantly, the fact that each one of us does not see
things quite the same as any other person on this earth. Because women, from
a historical and cultural perspective, have lost so much due to the lack of the
documentation and recognition of the female contribution in art over the
centuries, it is vitally important today and going forward to provide female
artists with opportunities to stand up and showcase their talents.

The second more corollary answer to “why” is “in the pudding,” as they say. The
outcome of these efforts have brought us two successful Art on the Line
events, with amazing contributions to the Hong Kong art scene, to the development of young female artists, and to the Hong Kong community through
generous giving back to those in need.

I, for one, am proud to have been a small part of what I hope to be a lasting
AWA HK Art legacy for women artists around the world. So, mark your calendars and don’t miss what is sure to be another spectacular night of art and
charity in Hong Kong on Thursday March 1st. Have a glass of wine (or two) for
me, and make sure to take some art “off the line” in support of the AWA’s
amazing charitable and education scholarship efforts.
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FEATURE

interview
with featured artist

Kim Schuessler
by marcy laront
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When did you know you wanted to
pursue art professionally?
As a child, I always loved art - taking art
classes, craft classes, cross-stitching classes
and even trying to teach myself calligraphy
after school. I was a total art and craft nerd.
However, it was not until my senior year in
high school that I fully committed myself to
my passion. I will never forget signing up
for my ﬁrst high school painting class,
thinking “this is it. I am ready to commit
myself 100%!” I remember walking down
the hall to the art room where all the artsy
people were. I could not have felt more
ecstatic and that I was home.
Were you supported in that decision?
I am fortunate to have parents that fully
supported my creative passion. Although
they are not artists themselves, they
encouraged my creativity thereby
instilling conﬁdence. They did ask me "what
in the world are you going to do with a
painting degree?" and I answered, with
great determination and naivety, “Paint!” I
have a younger sister who is a professional
artist as well, and we show in many of the
same galleries. Interestingly, my maternal
grandmother was an art teacher. My
paternal grandmother was a local ceramist,
and her father was a photographer. Art is
ever present in my family and my parents
are to be commended for allowing us to
pursue a high risk degree.
What inspires your art?
I am inspired by colors, textures, patterns,
fashion, people, and relationships.
Everyday, I have my eyes wide open and I
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am amazed at all the venues that help foster
creativity. From Instagram to web-visiting
galleries and museums, there is no excuse
not to ﬁnd inspiration. It is available no
matter where you ﬁnd yourself.
Do you think female artists have something more speciﬁc to add to the art
scene?
Today and tomorrow are amazing times for
women. People are listening to us. Our ideas
and thoughts are being highlighted and
policies are being changed. Women are the
most amazing people; they bring softness as
well as a strong force to the art world, the
work place, the family and the community. In
the past, art history books highlighted mostly
male artists. Today, artists achieve success
based on the content of the art itself. I am
thrilled to have two teenage daughters who
will enter the workplace and world with the
conﬁdence that women are strong, resilient
and capable of anything. So, yes, I think
female artists have an important message for
the world to hear, and the great news is that
people are listening. looking and documenting.

live between Atlanta and Puerto Rico, I
spend most of my time in my studio in
Puerto Rico. After the devastating
hurricane Maria hit the island,
everything I knew to be normal
changed. I have seen people live
without power, water, and internet for
three months. I know now what it is to
be thankful for things I always took for
granted. I now appreciate the
opportunity to create art. Each day, I
look forward to being in the studio with
a blank canvas and bringing it to life
through color, textures, patterns and
ﬁgures. Now more than ever, I feel the
desire to communicate through a visual
language. My desire to create keeps me
moving forward.
Words of wisdom for other artists.
Know what you want professionally and
personally. If you don’t know what you
want, you will never have it. Embrace
your uniqueness and always shine from
the inside out.

Best thing that happened to you in 2017?
Two great things happened to me in 2017.
First, I signed a contract with Spanx, a global
brand created by Sara Blakely, to use my art
on their best selling bras and panties. I am
beyond thrilled to be associated with a such
brand and entrepreneur who "supports"
women in numerous ways! The products will
launch in February 2018.
The second thing that happened is the
realization that I am beyond blessed. While I

DON’T MISS THE
CHANCE TO BID ON
KIM’S PIECE AT ART
ON THE LINE THIS
YEAR!

FEATURE

ILLUSTRATOR
&featured artist
Tanya Bennett aka “Pirate”
by RACHEL BOURKE

thank you to our
generous packing sponsor:

Tanya Bennett, better known as Pirate to those
in the know, is a Hong Kong-based artist you
might have seen at some of the city’s most
luxurious fashion and lifestyle events including
those at Christian Louboutin, Cartier, and Lane
Crawford. Her illustrations capture the faces
and silhouettes of some of the city’s most
fabulous and she will be at Art on the Line 2018
to capture our friends and guests!
Hong Kong Home
We were curious to hear about how she ended
up calling Hong Kong “home” after arriving
here over 10 years ago and what inspires her.
Although Tanya was born and raised in
England, she considers Hong Kong home and
has always plotted to bring herself to Asia, so
much so that within a month of graduating, she
was China-bound for her ﬁrst job in design.
Hong Kong has provided the right environment
for Tanya to launch herself as an artist, although
the hurdles she faced were partly her own
doing; acknowledging her talent and legitimacy as an artist took some time. However, she
says she has an incredible community of
women who lift her up and act as sounding
boards, providing her with the critical support
and necessary mentoring to keep her pushing
forward as she feels “they inherently know what
we (women) are up against.”
Inspiration
Inspired by travelling (she admits to ﬁnally
fulﬁlling her summer dream of spending it away
from Hong Kong’s sticky climes this year) and
the meditative nature of racing up and around
the hills near and far. Tanya’s competitive
athleticism appears to be in stark contrast to
her creative artistry, but one seems to feed the
other and provides for much needed inspira-

tion. Her recent trail-running adventures have taken
her to a race in Chiang Mai,
Thailand with her all-women team called Hot on the
Heels (or HOTH for short).
Motivation
When asked if this is
important, Tanya says that
there is something women
fundamentally understand
about supporting each
other. They share frustrations. They empathize and
often “say the right things
at the right time, and are
direct in the right way.”
Her Hong Kong “tribe” as she puts it has also given her a new
audience and collaborative: their children! “I’m quite good with
kids - maybe because I’m really just a big kid myself.” Her
connection to them is easy and she says they feed her creatively
through play. From an Alaskan zoo made from toilet rolls to a
pirate’s booty with crystal gems, there is never a shortage of
imagination “because the little ones are open to the possibilities always asking
“why?”” What she’s
ever mindful of is
how she speaks with
them, as it’s
important for her “to
help raise them up
to be feminists.”

WE ARE SO EXCITED for
you and your friends
to walk away with a
personal illustration
from PIRATE AT ART ON
THE LINE!
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Zadie
Xa
Hannah is a young, talented
photographer who grew up in the
Philippines. Her compelling work has
been published by The Washington
Post, The New York Times, National
Geographic, and The Atlantic to
name a few. How did she get started?
“I used to look through my mom’s
Life and National Geographic
magazines when I was younger, and I
loved seeing other parts of the world
through them.”

Canadian-born Xa uses her art “to
both combat and engage with
perceptions of Asian identity and
otherness and she aspires to create
new and alternative Asian identity
narratives, often fantastical and within
the realm of the supernatural.” Her
recent exhibitions and performances
have taken her around the world, to
Rome, Montreal, Toronto, New York,
and, next up, Mexico.

Hannah
Reyes
Morales

FEATURED
artists

Take a look at just some of the generous and talented
women who have come together to support Hong
Kong charities through our art exhibition and auction.
Invite your friends and us for a great night out at Art on
the Line, 1 March 2018, 6-10pm at The Annex.
Elise’s intricate ceramic sculptural
pieces have held pride of place in
our ofﬁce in Sheung Wan and in
Singapore’s international airport. Her
work demonstrates a love of pattern,
texture, and color, “a preoccupation
no doubt inherited from a family that
has worked in the New York City
garment industry since the 1920s.”
We are SO excited to have a piece in
the show again this year and can’t
wait to see it!

Michelle
FUNG
KUEN14 AWARE February 2018
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2018
Elise
Van
Stolk

Fung returned to Hong Kong in 2011
to pursue a career in art after living
in Vancouver for over 20 years. She
draws inspiration from fairy tales,
children’s picture books, the Japanese Otaku, ﬁfteenth-century European etching, as well as traditional
Chinese painting. Animals and their
relationships with humans is a
recurring theme in her works, which
have been exhibited in the US, UK,
Canada, HK, Korea and China.
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FEATURE
Since moving to Hong Kong in
2007 with her family, she has
explored the city, which provides
the inspiration for her artworks.
“There is so much color here in HK
and so many beautiful and rustic
things to photograph that are truly
unique to HK. I design my work
around color palettes that I love
but sometimes I let the images I
ﬁnd dictate the color.”
Nature, and how easily it is overlooked in a man-made city like
Hong Kong, inspires Ayumi to
create. She has had exhibitions in
Hyogo, Osaka, Tokyo, Shanghai,
and Hong Kong as well as international art fairs like the Korean
International Art Fair (KIAF), and
the Asia Contemporary Art Show
(HK), and she is part of the
permanent collections of the Four
Season Hotel (HK), the Shangri-la
hotel (HK & Tokyo, China), and the
Sheraton Hotel (China).

Eun Vivian
LEE
Currently based in the UK, Lorette
Roberts lived and worked in Hong
Kong from 1996 to 2006, painting,
teaching and exhibiting her art.
She is best known for her illustrated books on Hong Kong and
China. You will most likely ﬁnd her
in her home studio, sketching and
painting inspired by her travels.

Carolina
KOLLMANN

Belinda
BATH

Ayumi
ADACHI
Eun Vivian Lee, a contemporary
artist had her ﬁrst solo exhibition in
2012 in New York City. Working in
New York, Hong Kong, and now
Singapore, Vivian portrays her art
with dots; each dot representing a
story and perspective in the world.
She believes that everybody is
searching for something important
thorughout their life; she hopes her
audience is able to see her artwork
on a deeper level to understand her
message.

Lorette
Roberts
Carolina discovered her own ﬁgurative painting style at Central St.
Martins in London. It is characterized
by solid structures and the sense of
color that accentuates shape and
gives a sculptured appearance to
her paintings. Carolina relocated
from London to Asia in 2005 and
produces new work in Hong Kong
and Singapore with 3D techniques.
Her most recent exhibition was held
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ImpactHK

– Kindness Matters
TWO YEARS AGO, Jeff Rotmeyer started The Guest Room

(www.theguestroom.org), a blog about charitable work and
needs in Hong Kong. Through the blog, a friend introduced
him to an area in Sham Shui Po where homeless people are
living and, that same evening, he and some friends
distributed food to about 80 people. From this, he saw a very
present need, how he could make connections, and that the
contribution was measurable. Jeff then started a charity walk
that has snowballed from one kindness walk to up to 20 per
month at various locations throughout Hong Kong.
To continue making an impact on the lives of the
homeless in Hong Kong, Jeff has now established two
charities: ImpactHK which organizes the Kindness Walks to
go out and feed the homeless and Love 21 Foundation (www.
love21foundation.com), where he works with children with
Downs Syndrome and Autism. With Love 21 Foundation, he
has men’s & women’s football, dance, hiking, yoga, fitness
trampoline, surfing and tennis. His wife Juliana, a graphic
designer, has been supporting him with his charities by doing
the graphic designs and setting up the websites.

What Does ImpactHK Do?

Kindness Walks meet at specific locations on the weekday
evenings at 8 pm (see their social media sites for these) and
last about one hour. To participate, you make a suggested
donation of HK$100 which goes towards buying the items the
orgainization distributes. You then walk around the area as a
group and hand out a variety of items; for example, bananas,
oranges, water, bread, tissues, juice, mosquito coils, clothing,
toiletries, laundry vouchers and feminine hygiene products
(there are 25 homeless women). Once a month, they have a
walk on a Sunday at Fortress Hill.
My friend, AWA member Jackie Smith, and her 18-yearold daughter Darcy also go out on these walks. Initially, going
out on these walks was a way for Darcy to fulfill part of the
service requirement for her International Baccalaureate at the
International School she attends as a year 13 student but
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By Frances Nicholls

she’s found them so meaningful that she continus to go out
on them by choice – a very compassionate young lady.
Kindness Mats - If walking isn’t your thing, another way
you can help is by making Kindness Mats. Making these
mats takes about 900 bags out of the rubbish bins. Check on
the ImpactHK site for dates.
Kindness Squares – This is a gathering of people to

FEATURE
crochet squares to make blankets for homeless people. This
is especially important during these winter months. I met with
Irene Li, an aromatherapist, who has really taken to making
these kindness squares. Ann-Mar taught her how to make a
basic square but Irene loved making these so much she went
on YouTube to learn how to make different squares. See the
photo to see how beautiful Irene’s blanket is definitely made
with LOVE!

only helping to feed and nurture the homeless community but
he is also helping to connect the Hong Kong community. In
such a big city, it is easy to feel lost and lonely in our digital
industrial age but helping with these charities is a great way
to get out and connect with other compassionate people.

Something

Apart from the Kindness walks, which are held throughout the
week and on once a month on a weekend, ImpactHK runs
“Something” where they meet at Nam Cheong and hand out
hot food to the homeless in the area during the day. People
who come on the walks can bring clothes (bring smaller
sizes), and laundry vouchers are distributed so people have
an opportunity to wash their clothes. ImpactHK purchases
these laundry vouchers.
On another note, Dr. Pang, a dentist in Kwai Fong, has
kindly donated a set of dentures and done dental work for
Quang, a homeless man that Jeff has known for over a year.
It’s nice to know that people in the Hong Kong community are
making a difference to the homeless.

Fundraising

ImpactHK is raising funds to open up a center/office of their
own. They have a variety of initiatives that they are trying to
implement, including a food waste program, a second-hand
clothing initiative, a free laundry voucher program, and a
support programm providing language classes and training
to help the homeless gain employment.
Jeff raises funds through various means. He has had a
junk trip, quiz nights (I’ve been to those and they’re fun!),
crowd funding and, in October 2018, he is hosting a music
festival. 100% of the funds raised go towards the charities.

How Can You Help?

There are so many voluntary opportunities in Hong Kong that
you can get involved in but with ImpactHK it is so easy to
participate. Visit their Facebook page www.facebook.com/
impacthkcharity or their website www.impactHK.org and look
at their long list of about 20 Kindness walks per month (Shau
Kei Wan, Happy Valley, Fortress Hill, Yau Ma Tei and Sham
Shui Po); choose one near where you live that’s on a
convenient night and just turn up at the meeting point on the
day. Jeff is looking to increase the Kindness Walks from 20 to
30 walks a month.
Each of us can help heal the world one person at a time –
so go out and pay it forward. Through social media
“kindness” is spreading, and Jeff says “kindness is
contagious” and yes, it is! Everyone is human and deserves
not to be judged, so go out and make a difference. Jeff isn’t

ImpactHK Founder Jeff Rotmeyer
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Behind the scenes:
Human and Animal
Interaction in HK:
two excursions
for AWA
By Sue Doorey

WHO CAN RESIST the tiniest of puppies? Look closely at the

photo and you will see a two-week old pup, rejected by its
mother, being cared for by an assistant at the Peace Avenue
Veterinary Clinic which was recently purchased by CityU.
This is typical of what goes on in the labyrinthine “behind the
scenes” CityU PAVC.
A group from AWA were privileged to attend the Peace
Avenue Veterinary Clinic excursion organized by Lynne
Stewardson on the 3rd November. Mr Sylvan Sung, the chief
operations officer took us through the entire process of what
exactly happens when an animal is unwell. We realized that
when you sit in the waiting room with your sick animal, this is
just the tip of the iceberg at this state-of-the-art leading
HK clinic.
We were shown the laboratory where blood and cells are
extracted to be then sent to the new CityU Veterinary lab,
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which will speed up the diagnosis. We were told that before
this collaboration occurred a diagnosis could frequently take
as long as two weeks because the samples might only be
able to be processed in another country such as Australia or
the US, which attenuated the outcome for the animal.
Now, with the acquisition of Peace Avenue VC by CityU it
is possible for a diagnosis to be arrived at within hours. Not
only that, but the veterinary students of the inaugural CityU
six-year vet degree will be able to intern at this impressive
clinic. The tour took us through the operating areas, the
emergency rooms where an animal could be brought in the
“back” way straight to the theatre and to the recuperation
areas where our hearts were melted by some extremely
adorable dogs.
What struck me was the calmness of the animals in
recuperation. I expected to hear lots of barking or mewling

FEATURE
but it was very quiet and calm, even when our bunch of
ladies and one gent walked through.
The technology at this clinic is also extremely impressive.
Serious money has been spent on the equipment.
So, what goes on behind the scenes is very much akin to
what happens to a human being in hospital. The ethics, the
technology and excellent standard of care of these animals
seems to be the same. I know that, were I to have a sick
animal, this is the place to care for it. What a great learning
experience presented by Sylvan Sung.

Visit to CityU

As an adjunct to this excursion, on the following Friday, we
then visited CityU’s brand new College
of Veterinary Medicine and Life
Sciences and heard how and why the
school was established from Dean
Michael Reichel; listened to a lecture
about One Health from the world’s
leading veterinary authority on bird flu;
and saw how animal diagnoses are
made at the spanking new, state-ofthe-art Veterinary Diagnostic
Laboratory set up by director
Fraser Hill.
Dean Reichel told us that the
College of Veterinary Medicine and Life
Sciences at CityU is the only Vet
school in Asia to be accorded
provisional accreditation by the
Australasian Veterinary Boards
Council. This is a big deal as only vet
schools which accord with their very
strict rules are accredited, so this is an excellent start. Other
things we learned:
•	CityU collaborates with Cornell College of Veterinary
Medicine (one of the top ranked universities in the world)
•	CityU Vet school addresses local issues such as food
safety, animal welfare, emerging infectious diseases and
aquatic veterinary medicine
•	Local students can now study in HK rather than having to
go overseas
•	Full accreditation is expected in the final year of the new
student intake
•	Graduates will be able to practise in HK, NZ and Australia,
UK and RSA.

“One Health” – what is it?

A new paradigm, (long overdue), which defines the clear
interrelationship between humans, animals and the
environment, was introduced by the One Health expert, Dirk
Pfeiffer. Dirk very passionately introduced the notion of One
Health which necessitates a genuine interaction between

science and the social sciences like anthropology and
sociology. It is no longer useful to study animal health as
separate from the context of human behaviour and effects on
the environment. He said, that, in his opinion, the world has
about five years to embrace the holistic notion that all things
are interrelated and there is a delicate balance in realizing
healthy food for the planet.
As a simple example, he discussed bird influenza and its
zoonotic relationship to human beings: a village farmer has a
flock of chickens infected with bird influenza virus, sells them
at the local market, people eat them and a small number
might die, the government bans the selling of chickens, the
farmer has to make a living or he starves so he sells the
chickens on the black market, the
chickens then go through a series of
hands (and I mean hands) and more
people get sick but it is not easily
traced back to the original farmer.
Dirk stated that the One Health
paradigm must include the human
behavior element in this example of
raising edible chickens. We must
acknowledge that the farmer needs to
make a living in all of this and that
selling at a wet market also provides a
sense of community for the seller,
their family, and the consumers. Ban
the farmer’s chickens and there is a
domino effect which affects everyone
and everything in the equation…. I
was waiting to hear a solution from
Dirk but there is no simple answer to
creating this balance between the
three main elements of One Health – people, animals, the
environment. Fascinating stuff.

New Veterinary Diagnostic Laboratory

We were then taken through the ‘wow factor’ new Veterinary
Diagnostic Laboratory which Fraser Hill has worked on for the
past year. And we were introduced to the various “ologies”:
Microbiology for bacteria plating out swabs, urine
samples or infected tissue;
Clinical Pathology for blood tests and body fluids;
Histopathology for biopsy and any lumps and bumps
which are sent in.
And finally the post-mortem room where we saw a
dissected horse’s heart.
Thanks go to Lynne Stewardson for her hard work “behind
the scenes” in bringing us these two wonderfully educational
and enlightening tours
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Ask Liza*
A guide to your real estate questions
"How do I get the best price for my new
apartment?"

This is a question my clients ask ALL THE TIME and fair
enough. Real estate prices in Hong Kong are staggering
compared to our home countries, and with the corporate
packages disappearing and families having to pay out of
pocket for housing, a dollar saved is a dollar earned. So if you
are looking to move and are lucky enough to find a unit that
you like but it’s a little out of your current budget (isn’t that
ALWAYS the case?), what can you do?
Here are my TOP 5 TIPS for negotiating with landlords:

1) Give notice to your current landlord

The earlier the lease start date, the better the discount you
can negotiate with the new landlord. Remember, all landlords
are optimists. They think the perfect tenant is just around the
corner and they’ll be willing to pay full asking price and will
start the new lease next week. So why would a he/she wait
two months for you to start the new lease at a discounted
price? Give your notice NOW (provided you're not in your
fixed lease period). You'll be in a much better negotiation
position to get a good price for your new lease.
Giving notice without securing a home first may seem
risky but, trust me, your next home is out there, so give notice
and you will likely to get a price within your budget if you’re
able to start the lease in within a few weeks. When is the
optimal time to start looking for my next home? While you can
view properties anytime, the best time to negotiate on a new
lease is about three weeks before the new lease start date.

2) Ask your employer for a letter of employment

If the new lease is in your or your husband’s personal name,
ask your company to supply you with a letter stating your (or
your spouse’s) full name (as per Hong Kong Identity Card),
HKID number, job title and, if possible, your current income.
Landlords want to know that you have a stable income and
that your industry is secure and you are capable of paying
the rent. Should you ask your current landlord for a reference
letter? Although most landlords don't ask for a reference letter
from your current landlord, it probably doesn't hurt if you have
a letter that states you pay your rent on time and never have
been late and that you have kept the property in
good condition.
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3) Take the unit in the “as is” condition - don't ask
for too much work to be done before moving in

If your priority is to keep the monthly rent down, then try your
best to take the unit in “as is” condition. Do a thorough
cleaning yourself before moving in. Purchase your window
coverings yourself, rather than asking the landlord to
purchase them. Take the appliances that already come with
the apartment rather than asking for new ones. If the unit is in
good condition, i.e. no leaks, no mold, fixtures are in working
condition, then take it as it is. It is quite a hassle for landlords
to ask contractors to come in and fix things, as many
contractors don't take small jobs. So if it's a hassle for the
landlord to get someone in to fix things, they'd rather not
bother and will wait for a tenant who will take the unit as it is.
Granted, if there are major issues that need to be fixed, by all
means, have your agent put the works and purchases in the
OFFER LETTER so that your requests are in writing
and confirmed.

4) Go for a two-year fixed lease

If you know you’ll be staying in Hong Kong for the foreseeable
future, go for a longer lease. Some landlords will repaint and
refinish wooden floors each time a tenant vacates, and this
cost adds up over time. So if you can offer to stay for a
minimum of two years, even at a discounted rate, the benefits
of extra guaranteed months will offset the discount you may
be seeking.

5) Be flexible with choice

Choose at least two final homes that would suit you and
proceed to make offers on both at the same time. This puts
you in a position of strength and abundance. Both landlords
will see that you are a serious buyer and there will be more
incentive for them to lower the price to win your offer. A smart
agent will fully inform both landlords that you’ll be making a
final decision this week which creates urgency for the
landlord to make up his/her mind quickly rather than
procrastinating. Also, since you have choice, you will not feel
like it’s all or nothing if one deal falls through.
*Liza Boltz is a long time AWA member and a licensed real estate agent
with OKAY.com property agency. If you have questions about Hong
Kong real estate, please email her at liza.boltz@OKAY.com and she’ll
respond via this column in an upcoming issue of AWAre.

CALENDAR - ONGOING EVENTS
CHAT (Come Have a Talk)

OWL CENTRAL (Out With the Ladies)

WHEN: 	Thursday, 10:30am – 12:00 noon
(except public holidays)
WHERE: 	Café 8, Rooftop of Pier 8, above the
Maritime Museum.
COST: 	No fee (all beverages & lunches at
personal expense)
COORDINATOR: Barbara Galligan, 6080 6523
Barbgal@aol.com

Come join us any week or every week - same time, same
place (except public holidays).
WHEN:
Every Tuesday, 5:30pm – 7:00pm
WHERE:
Oolaa
20 Bridges Street, Soho
COORDINATOR: Susie Edrington, susie1031e@gmail.com

Neighborhood Coffees

DB OWL (Out with the Ladies)

If you live, work or play in any of the following neighborhoods,
join others in your area for a monthly coffee. Meet new friends
or catch up with old ones, discuss and plan new activities.
Contact your local coordinator for details of forthcoming
coffees.
HK SOUTHSIDE

Jean Han, jeanhoya@yahoo.com

POK FU LAM AND SHOUSON HILL

Annie Fifer, annefifer@gmail.com

DISCOVERY BAY

Kathryn Abbott, ykathrynabbotty@
hotmail.com

SAI KUNG

Come join us any week or every week - same time, same
place (except public holidays)
WHEN:
Wednesdays 5:30-7:30pm
WHERE:
22 North Discovery Bay
COORDINATOR: Susan Putnam, suebexpresso@gmail.com

Katherine Fenton, klfone@aol.com

KOWLOON

Penny Soder, pennysoder@gmail.com

HK CENTRAL/MID LEVELS

Kathy Barber, kathy71356@aol.com

AWA Buddy Program

How would you like to help welcome new members to the
AWA? The AWA Buddy Program pairs interested new
members with a “Buddy” who helps answer questions about
life in Hong Kong and/or the AWA. We always need new
Buddies as new members join throughout the year. If this
behind-the-scenes activity appeals to you, please contact
Alison May at alisonemay@me.com.

Foon Ying-Hong Kong Insights

Foon Ying means “welcome” in Cantonese and the whole
idea of these sessions is to embark on adventures and
embrace new friendships. We welcome AWA members, both
long standing and newbies, to get together and explore the
SAR; to share experiences about life in Hong Kong along
with the tips and wrinkles that just make it all a bit easier. We
aim to help you build your friendship circles so the program
is great for both brand new “Hong Kongers” as well as those
of us who have been here a while and watched our first
batch of friends and contacts head home or off to new
pastures. Your commitment is to attend all three sessions
over a three-week period and be willing to explore new
places and meet some lovely people (and possibly lifelong
friends)!
WHEN:	Every month
WHERE:	AWA office or alternate location as agreed
COORDINATORS: Chrissie Govier,
chrissie.govier@gmail.com
Helen Pott, helen.hk123@gmail.com
KD Schumacher, kimm.fl@gmail.com
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CALENDAR - UPCOMING EVENTS

Cultural Visit to Dapeng Fortress, Longgang District,
Shenzhen, Guangdong, China
When: Thursday, 1 February, 7:45am – 7:00pm (approx.)
Register by Thursday, 18 January. No refunds.
Feng Shui Series: Feng Shui Predictions for 2018
When: Thursday, 1 February, 10:00am – 12:00pm
Health and Wellness Series: Traditional Chi Kung (Ba
Duan Jin) Stretch and Movement for Beginners
When: Thursday, 1 February, 1:00pm – 1:45pm
Neighborhood Series: Familiarize Yourself with Central
and Sheung Wan
When: Friday, 2 February, 10:00am – 2:30pm (approx.)
Arts/Crafts & Design Series: Indigo Dyed Silk Scarves
When: Friday, 2 February, 2:00pm – 4:00pm
Health and Wellness Series: Learn to Love Your Inner
Self
When: Monday, 5 February, 2:00pm – 3:00pm
Arts/Crafts & Design Series: Japanese Boro Stitching
When: Tuesday, 6 February, 2:00pm – 4:00pm
Dancing Series: Introduction to Bollywood Dance
When: Wednesday, 7 February, 10:30am – 12:30pm
Educational Series: Intro to Mahjong
When: Thursays, 8, 15 Feb. & 1, 8 Mar, 2:30-4:30pm
Arts/Crafts & Design Series: Paint Jamming Workshop
and Wine at Choco L’ART Studio, Wan Chai
When: Thursday, 8 February, 7:00pm – 10:00pm
Cooking Series: A Taste of India, Part 2
When: Friday, 9 February, 11:00am – 1:30pm
Entertainment Series: Lunar New Year Lights Luxury
Pleasure Junk Cruise
When: Saturday, 10 February, 6:45pm – 10:00pm
Register by Friday, 26 January. No refunds.
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Arts/Crafts & Design Series: Create Your Own Resin
Jewelry with Rachel Smith
When: Tuesday, 13 February, 2:00pm – 4:30pm
Valentine’s Day Luncheon at The Verandah @ Repulse
Bay
When: Wednesday, 14 February, 12:00pm – 2:30pm
Arts/Crafts & Design Series: Glazden Glass-Blowing
Studio
When: 	Thursday, 22 February, 10:30am – 2:00pm (approx.)
Register by Thursday, 15 February. No refunds.
Cooking Demo and Lunch: Nothing Fishy Going On –
Just Cooking
When: Friday, 23 February, 10:00am – 2:00pm
Behind the Scenes Series: Lamma Power Station
When: Tuesday, 27 February, 8:45am – 3:00pm

Looking Forward,
March 2018
Heritage Festival Series: Bad Luck Disposal Ritual &
Hung Shing’s Birthday Festival
When:	Friday, 2 March, 8:50am to 3:00pm
Register by Friday, 23 February. No refunds.
Adventure Series: Wander Asia Local Tour (3D/2N) – Hike
and Raft from Village to Village in Karst Land (Yangshuo
– Guilin)
When:	
Tuesday – Thursday, 6 – 8 March, 8:30am –
10:00pm (approx.)
Register by Wednesday, 31 January. No refunds.
Tour of the Kwai Chung Container Port
When: Friday, 23 March, 10:00am-5:00pm

LOCAL TOURS AND ACTIVITIES

Cultural Visit to Dapeng Fortress, Longgang
District, Shenzhen, Guangdong, China

Thursday, 1 February
7:45am – 7:00pm (approx.)
	Registration must be received by Thursday, 18
January. No refunds will be given after this date.
Where:
Meet at Kowloon Tong MTR, Exit E, Street Level
Cost:
$900 member/$960 member’s guest
Capacity:
minimum 6/maximum 10
Coordinator:
Kim Rehmann 6039 2311
A bus journey of approximately 1.5 hours will bring us to Dapeng
Fortress, an amazingly well-preserved Ming Dynasty fort. Built in
1394, it shared with various other forts the duty of guarding the
entrances to the Pearl River and featured prominently in the
defense of the river during the Opium War. Many villagers still live
and work within the walled village. We start our visit in the small
museum where our private guide, Stanley, will talk to us about the
history of the fort. Continuing on with the tour, we will walk through
the fort, making stops to try our hand at making traditional rice
cookies and the art of calligraphy. Forty-five minutes of free time
are allocated after the arts activities to take photos and/or shop. All
transport and entrance fees, a set Chinese lunch with tea, and all
craft activities are included in the price. (Drinks and shopping are
optional extras.) Your HKID (if you have one), a passport with six
months’ validity, and a valid China visa are required for this activity.
When:

Feng Shui Series: Feng Shui Predictions for
2018

Thursday, 1 February
10:00am – 12:00pm
WHERE:
AWA office
COST:
$410 member/$470 member’s guest
CAPACITY:
minimum 10/maximum 12
COORDINATOR: Yelena Zakharova 9726 2378
“Feng Shui Predictions for 2018” talks about the upcoming
Year of the Earth Dog, how it affects your life, the overall
financial outlook for 2018, and how you can harness the
positive energies of the environment throughout the year.
You’ll gain a deeper understanding of the feng shui afflictions
brought on by the Earth Dog, and learn how to take
advantage of the opportunities and circumvent the
disadvantages of the Year of the Earth Dog. This series of
talks is given by Susanne Schutz, a Hong Kong-based feng
shui business consultant.
WHEN:

Health and Wellness Series: Traditional Chi
Kung (Ba Duan Jin) Stretch and Movement
for Beginners
WHEN:

WHERE:
COST:

Thursday, 1 February
1:00pm – 1:45pm
AWA office
$160 member/$220 member’s guest

CAPACITY:	
minimum 2/maximum 10 (excluding
coordinator)
COORDINATOR: Tracey-Lee Hayes 9130 0851
People in China believe that movement in the morning is very
healthy exercise. Chi kung (ba duan jin) is especially thought
to help relieve the body of pain, reduce blood pressure, and
assist with balancing the body’s weight. The relaxed
breathing practice and stretch movement that Theresa
Cheung Kit Pun will teach is simple and fun and appropriate
for beginners.

Neighborhood Series: Familiarize Yourself
with Central and Sheung Wan

Friday, 2 February
10:00am – 2:30pm (approx.)
WHERE:	Meet in the basement of Landmark at Fuel
Espresso
COST:
$60 member/$120 member’s guest
CAPACITY:
minimum 5/maximum 10
COORDINATORS: Tracey-Lee Hayes 9130 0851
Jill Baran-Scott 5940 2050
New to Hong Kong? Or perhaps you are not familiar with
Central/Sheung Wan? Join us as we take an easy walk
through these two areas, wandering the many small and
interesting alleys of Lan Kwai Fong, Central, and Sheung
Wan. We will also visit the Man Mo Temple before having
WHEN:
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LOCAL TOURS AND ACTIVITIES
lunch in the lovely antique market area of Upper Lascar
Road. After lunch we can jump on the “ding ding” to arrive
back at the Landmark, so please bring your loaded Octopus
card. Lunch will be at shared expense.

Arts/Crafts & Design Series: Indigo Dyed
Silk Scarves

Friday, 2 February
2:00pm – 4:00pm
WHERE:
Address will be provided to participants
COST:
$400 member/$460 member’s guest
CAPACITY:
minimum 3/maximum 5
COORDINATOR: Lynne Stewardson 5696 0604
Western Australia fabric artist Sue Doorey (Instagram: @sue_
doorey_art) is running a beginners’ workshop in natural
dyeing using indigo. Participants will be introduced to
shibori, a Japanese technique for dyeing cloth by binding,
stitching, folding, twisting, and compressing it. You will go
home with a lovely indigo dyed silk scarf featuring your
unique pattern. Silk scarf lengths, dye, and resists will be
supplied by Sue. Please bring an apron, rubber gloves, and
plastic bags in which to take your wet scarves home.
WHEN:

Health and Wellness Series: Learn to Love
Your Inner Self

Monday, 5 February
2:00pm – 3:00pm
WHERE: 	Spa in Central (address will be provided
to participants)
COST:
$160 member/$220 member’s guest
CAPACITY:
minimum 5/maximum 10
COORDINATORS: Yelena Zakharova 9726 2378
Kim Rehmann 6039 2311
You love taking care of the people around you. But to be
your best self you need to care for someone very special
first: YOURSELF! In honor of Valentine’s Day let us give
ourselves some much-deserved love. Come along for a
lovely spa pedicure with the ladies and give yourself the gifts
you deserve. Indulge in a glass of bubbly and some
chocolate-covered strawberries, and learn some methods for
self-care from naturopathic doctor Kate Dale. When you care
for your inner and outer beauty, you can be a better mom, a
better wife, and a better friend.
WHEN:

Arts/Crafts & Design Series: Japanese
Boro Stitching

Tuesday, 6 February
2:00pm – 4:00pm
WHERE:
AWA office
COST:
$150 member
CAPACITY:
minimum 4/maximum 8
COORDINATOR: Lynne Stewardson 5696 0604
The Japanese answer to “repurposing,” boro stitching is a
traditional solution to the need to make clothes last. What
might start off as a kimono could be transformed into
everyday clothing, then a piece of sleepwear, a futon cover,
a bag, and finally, a dusting cloth—allowing every scrap of
WHEN:
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fabric to be used until it wore out. In this session we will be
sewing together scraps of fabric with traditional sashiko
thread to make something useful and beautiful. You will go
home with a coaster or coasters and the knowledge to apply
this simple skill to further garments. Our instructor, Sue
Doorey (Instagram: @sue_doorey_art) will supply the
sashiko thread.

Dancing Series: Introduction to
Bollywood Dance

Wednesday, 7 February
10:30am – 12:30pm
WHERE: 	Meet at Admiralty MTR (inside) near M&S
Foods
COST:
$240 member/$320 member’s guest
CAPACITY:
minimum 5/maximum 15
COORDINATOR: Heidi Rockowitz 9090 7909
A fun 1.5-hour session of Indian dance set to the best
Bollywood hits! This dance intro is suitable for everyone,
whether you want a fun workout or want to learn how to
dance for the upcoming AWA trip to India. The Bollywood
dance genre includes a variety of influences, from elegant
classical Indian styles to energetic bhangra. Our teacher,
Binita, is the resident Bollywood teacher at the largest dance
studio in Hong Kong’s Central & Western District, and has
performed in cities around the world including London, Paris,
Berlin, Las Vegas, Marrakesh, Tokyo, and Taipei. She
specializes in teaching complete beginners, and will have
you dancing a whole Bollywood routine within your very first
session. Guaranteed to leave you with a smile on your face!
WHEN:

Educational Series: Intro to Mahjong - 8,
15 Feb. & 1, 8 Mar

Thursday, 8 February
2:30-4:30pm
WHERE:
AWA office
COST:
$160 member/$220 member’s guest
Do you feel like you’re the only person in Hong Kong who
doesn’t know how to play Mahjong? Can’t tell a dragon tile
from a wind and never heard of “chi” or “pong”? Then this is
your lucky month! Our own Martine Vallone will teach you all
the basics you need to know in just four easy and fun
lessons! This introductory class (beginners only, please!) will
meet weekly for 4 weeks. Please plan on attending all 4
sessions.
WHEN:

LOCAL TOURS AND ACTIVITIES
Ar ts/Craf ts & Design Series: Paint
Jamming Workshop and Wine at Choco
L’ART Studio, Wan Chai

Thursday, 8 February
7:00pm – 10:00pm
WHERE:
Meet at Wan Chai MTR, Exit B1
COST:
$350 member/$410 member’s guest
CAPACITY:
minimum 10/maximum 25
COORDINATORS: Cathy Furlong 9249 8533
Heidi Rockowitz 9090 7909
Come and enjoy a fun night of painting and socializing. Our
group will be led by a professional artist who will help us
paint a “masterpiece” in just three hours—no experience
needed. You will be amazed at the talent you never knew
you had! Please bring wine and a small appetizer to share
(soft drinks and glasses provided).
WHEN

Cooking Series: A Taste of India, Part 2

Friday, 9 February
11:00am – 1:30pm
WHERE:	1A Stubbs Road, Villa Monte Rosa, Flat 1,
Block C, 9/F (guest parking available on
request)
COST:
$390 member/$450 member’s guest
CAPACITY:
minimum 5/maximum 8
COORDINATORS: Lavinia Hemandas 2838 2199
Heidi Rockowitz 9090 7909
Do you want to know how to turn simple recipes into a
gourmet’s delight? Then join our very own Lavinia Hemandas
for her popular “Cooking with Passion” class series. She will
show you how to excite your palate and delight your family
and friends! A sit-down lunch will be served with wine and
spice packs will be available upon request. Today’s menu is
mughlai murgh, Moghul-style chicken in a rich saffron
almond sauce; tandoori muchi, spicy oven-baked fish; and
gobi bhaji, sautéed cauliflower with herbs and delectable
spices. Price includes lunch and wine.
WHEN:

Entertainment Series: Lunar New Year
Lights Luxury Pleasure Junk Cruise

Saturday, 10 February
6:45pm – 10:00pm
	Registration must be received by Friday,
26 January. No refunds will be given.
WHERE:
Meet at Central Pier 9, Central
COST:
$650 member/$730 member’s guest
CAPACITY:
minimum 20/maximum 30
COORDINATORS: Tracey-Lee Hayes 9130 0851
Heidi Rockowitz 9090 7909
The Year of the Dog, Chinese New Year 2018. If you are new
to Hong Kong, this cruise is not to be missed. If you have
done this before, you know what a lovely experience it is to
be sitting on a luxury pleasure junk with the cool breezes
blowing as you take in the captivating Lunar New Year light
displays along Victoria Harbor. Let’s spend a couple of hours
cruising and enjoying the sights of the festive season with
WHEN:

friends. The price includes junk hire and all crew tips, as well
as a delicious variety of catered Cali-Mex food (including
vegetarian options) and a Mexican beer. All you need to do
is bring your favorite drinks (alcoholic or non-alcoholic).

Arts/Crafts & Design Series: Create Your
Own Resin Jewelry with Rachel Smith

Tuesday, 13 February
2:00pm – 4:30pm
WHERE:
Meet at Prince Edward MTR, Exit D
COST:
$460 member/$520 member’s guest
CAPACITY:
minimum 4/maximum 10
COORDINATOR: Tracey-Lee Hayes 9130 0851
Create your own resin jewelry in a 2.5-hour workshop run by
Rachel Smith. Make stunning pieces and learn a new
technique that has endless possibilities. You will make
several items, choosing from earrings, rings, hair clips,
pendants, cufflinks, and more. Everyone who can use
scissors independently is welcome.
WHEN:

Valentine’s Day Luncheon at The Verandah
@ Repulse Bay

Wednesday, 14 February
12:00pm – 2:30pm
WHERE:	Meet at reception area of The Verandah at
Repulse Bay, 109 Repulse Bay Road,
Repulse Bay
COST:
$720 member/$780 member’s guest
CAPACITY:
minimum 8/maximum 12
COORDINATORS: Susanne Salg 9175 6909
Tracey-Lee Hayes 9130 0851
Celebrate Valentine’s Day with AWA. Join us for a lovely
Valentine’s Day lunch at the iconic and historic Verandah at
Repulse Bay. Serving traditional Continental cuisine with a
modern twist, The Verandah offers whispers of a bygone
era—a time when meals were filled with delectable food, fine
wines, witty conversations, and attentive service. This
Valentine’s Day lunch will begin with a semi-buffet consisting
of delicious salads, meats, cheeses, and fruit (and desserts
for later). Then choose one from the chef’s three main
courses of the day. You may enjoy your Valentine’s luncheon
WHEN:
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with glass of wine or a special wine package for an
additional HKD $228 (including service; alcohol is at
member’s added expense). Upon signing up, please let
Susanne know via email (susannesalg@yahoo.com) if you
have any food allergies or intolerances.

Arts/Crafts & Design Series: Glazden
Glass-Blowing Studio

Thursday, 22 February
10:30am – 2:00pm (approx.)
	Registration must be received by
Thursday, 15 February. No refunds will be
given.
WHERE:	Meet at Starbucks, One Pacific Place, 1/F,
88 Queensway (next to Harvey Nichols)
COST:
$600 member/$680 member’s guest
CAPACITY:
minimum 6/maximum 12
COORDINATOR: Kim Rehmann 6039 2311
“Glazden, a secret garden for all glass lovers, a space for
sharing and gathering.” This independent glass studio
produces limited edition glassware and sculptures. We will
be partaking in a beginners’ course and will have a choice of
creating a glass bird, rose, or apple paperweight using leadfree crystal from Bohemia. You will be able to customize your
design using a huge range of high-quality glass colors.
There will also be an introduction to other glass techniques
and processes such as kiln casting, fusing and slumping,
and glass recycling.
WHEN:

WHERE:	Meet in front of Central Ferry Pier 4, Yung
Shue Wan
COST:
$120 member/$180 member’s guest
CAPACITY:
minimum 20/maximum 35
COORDINATORS: Tracey-Lee Hayes 9130 0851
Barbara Galligan 6080 6523
Curious about where the power supply for all of Hong Kong
and Lamma islands comes from? Then join us on our trip to
Yung Shue Wan to take a look behind the scenes of this
coal- and natural-gas-fired power station, operated by Hong
Kong Electric. We will spend time at their visitor center, the
gas receiving station and the turbine hall of the gas-fired
generating unit, and the solar power system. In addition, we
will catch a glimpse of the construction site where new gasfired generating units are being built. The tour will last
approximately 1.5 hours and concludes with lunch at shared
expense at the Blue Goose Tavern. Note: Please bring your
HKID card or your passport along, as HK Electric requires
our signature for insurance and security/disclaimer
purposes. No sandals or flip-flops please! You may bring
your camera. Don’t forget your charged Octopus card and
small change for lunch.

Cooking Demo and Lunch: Nothing Fishy
Going On – Just Cooking

Friday, 23 February
10:00am – 2:00pm
WHERE: 	Mid-Levels apartment (address will be
emailed to participants)
COST:
$450 member/$510 member’s guest
CAPACITY:
minimum 6/maximum 8
COORDINATOR: Yelena Zakharova 9726 2378
There are so many benefits to eating fish: with its high levels
of omega-3 fatty acids and vitamin D, it makes us live longer
and happier, protects our vision, reduces the risk of
autoimmune diseases, and so much more. And with fish, it is
so easy to prepare delicious dinners in no time! If you are not
comfortable yet cooking fish, or need some inspiration and
new recipes, sign up for this demo. We will cook a few
different types of fish and dishes so you can see which ones
suit your taste best.
Lena is an avid cook and an Integrative Nutrition Health
Coach who is eager to share her knowledge and passion for
well-being. After a morning of cooking, we will sit down to
enjoy all this delicious food for lunch! Bon appétit!
WHEN:

Behind the Scenes Series: Lamma Power
Station
WHEN:

Tuesday, 27 February
8:45am – 3:00pm
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Looking Forward,
March 2018
Heritage Festival Series: Bad Luck
Disposal Ritual & Hung Shing’s Birthday
Festival

WHEN:
Friday, 2 March
	8:50am – 3:00pm (bus will leave at
9:00am promptly)
Registration must be received by Friday,
23 February. No refunds will be given.
WHERE:	Meet at General Post Office, 2 Connaught
Place, Central
COST:
$490 member/$570 member’s guest
CAPACITY:
minimum 15/maximum 21

LOCAL TOURS AND ACTIVITIES
COORDINATOR: Jill Baran-Scott 5940 2050
In this unique experience led by our local and experienced
Heritage Festival guide Paul, we will visit two great clans in
the New Territories. First we will participate in the bad luck
disposal ritual of the Peng clan in Fanling. Upon arrival
around 10:00am, we will see villagers scrambling for chicken
feathers in front of the gate tower of the walled village. (The
feathers, representing bad luck, will later be dropped into a
red paper boat for the disposal ritual.) Then we will try to visit
the Pengs’ ancestral hall and see other Chinese New Year
festivities. From about 11:30am, we will see the special bad
luck disposal ritual conducted by villagers using a red paper
boat to go around the villages. The purpose is to visit every
household to collect “unclean objects” that represent bad
luck. Then the boat will sail far away, taking with it the
unclean items. In this way, the households and the village
will be cleansed. Luck, fortune, peace, and all the best
will remain.
After seeing the red paper boat’s voyage, we will travel to the
Tang clan at Kam Tin to participate in Hung Shing’s Birthday
Festival. It will be full of festive atmosphere with
performances and lots of lion dances in front of the temple. A
lucky draw for the fa paos (paper floral tributes) will be held
at about 1:00pm. Before returning to Central we will visit the
Tangs’ grand ancestral hall and see the huge paper lanterns
that have just been raised up in the lantern lighting
ceremony. The cost includes private coach hire to Fanling
and Kam Tin, private guide fee, and gratuities. Please bring
a packed lunch and a beverage and wear
appropriate footwear.

Adventure Series: Wander Asia Local Tour
(3D/2N) – Hike and Raft from Village to
Village in Karst Land (Yangshuo – Guilin)

WHEN:
Tuesday – Thursday, 6 – 8 March
	8:30am – 10:00pm (approx.)
	
Registration must be received by
Wednesday, 31 January. No refunds will
be given.
WHERE:	Exact bus depot location will be emailed
to participants
COST:
$5300 member/$5600 member’s guest
$1200 single supplement
CAPACITY:
minimum 8/maximum 12
COORDINATOR:	Jill Baran-Scott 5940 2050
Let's go hiking in spring and take a bamboo raft ride down
the Yulong River! Marvel at the surreal karst landscape,
which has been immortalized in Chinese classical landscape
paintings and poetry for two thousand years. Welcome to
Guilin, where you will be treated to an abundance of
amazing scenery and traditional Chinese architecture
centuries old. The Guilin area has been an important part of
China since the Qin Dynasty, when the Ling Canal was built,
linking the Central Plains with the Lingnan area (modern-day
Guangdong). Due to its strategic location linking north and
south, the area used to be very prosperous with many
merchants’ and officials’ grand residences. As such, we can

still find many Ming and Qing Dynasty-era buildings in small
towns around Guilin. For this trip, we will be hiking (~4 hours)
along the Li River, passing by some rustic fishing villages
and experiencing up close the towering karst peaks, the lush
forest at their base, and beautiful birdsong. (The hike will be
conducted at a speed of 2.5, i.e., typical speed for regular
hikers, as calibrated using Naismith's Rule (5km/h + 30 mins
for each 300m of ascent + 5 mins/hr. for breaks). Contact the
coordinator if you are unsure about your hiking level.) After
lunch, we can relax and enjoy the scenery while riding
traditional bamboo rafts down the Yulong River. In addition to
the scenery, we will also discover the rich local culture,
staying at a tastefully refurbished Qing Dynasty mansion and
exploring a very well-preserved ancient town, complete with
a former scholars’ ancestral hall featuring delicate wooden
carvings, government offices, etc.
You will need a valid visa to China and a passport with at
least seven months’ validity. You will also need your own
private travel insurance valid for the trip. The tour price
includes: Metro to Shenzhen train station; high-speed train to
Guilin and return; two nights in boutique guesthouse (double
occupancy); private chartered minivan for local transport;
and meals (Day 1 D, Day 2 B+L+D, Day 3 B+L). Drinks and
desserts and Chinese visa are not included. Please visit the
AWA website for an in-depth itinerary and cancellation/
refund policy.

Tour of the Kwai Chung Container
Terminal Port

Friday, 23rd March
10:00am – 5:00pm
Registration must be received by:
Friday, 9th March
WHERE: 	Meet in front of the General Post Office, 2
Connaught, Central
COST:
$480 member/$540 member’s guest
CAPACITY:
minimum 25, maximum 32
COORDINATORS: Cathy Furlong 9249 8533,
Kim Rehmann 6039 2311
Join us as we tour the 4th busiest container port in the world
in Kwai Chung, Kowloon. We will have a guided tour of one
of the HIT terminals and will learn facts and figures of HK
imports and exports, as well as the history of the port. As a
special add on, we will drive through the actual terminals to
have a closer look at the cranes, stacks of containers and
container vessels. Following our tour, we will travel to the
Beas River Jockey Club in Sheung Shui for lunch (included)
and a mini tour of the Beas River Stables. This tour is
graciously sponsored by Asian Express International Movers
Ltd.
WHEN:
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ONGOING GROUPS

AWA’s Ongoing Clubs & Sports
Of the many ways to get involved in the AWA, Ongoing Clubs & Sports are the most popular, and easiest, ways to make new
friends. We offer something for everyone: from hobbies to languages, golf and dragon boat racing. Ongoing Clubs & Sports
offer comfortable and enjoyable ways to keep busy and expand your network of friends. These activities are organized by AWA
members for AWA members with similar interests and passions. One time registration is required in order to receive updates
about scheduled activities. For more information and to register, go online to www.awa.org.hk.

ART LOVERS:

Kumiko Matsushima, kumikomatsushima333@gmail.com;

PHOTOGRAPHY GROUP:
STITCH:
AFTERNOON BOOK CLUB:

Angela Bellas, angela_bellas@yahoo.com

		

SPIRITUAL LITERACY GROUP:
MAHJONG MADNESS:
		

SOCIAL BRIDGE AND LUNCH:

		

To be announced
Penny Van Niel, penny.vanniel@gmail.com;
Linda Berman, lindaberman9@gmail.com
Kate Weisman kate.weisman@gmail.com
Katherine Fenton, klfone@aol.com;
Michelle Barrows, mdbarrows12@icould.com
Michele Goulding, mgouldi@yahoo.com
Heather Black, heatherblack99@hotmail.com
Cat Graydon, cmgraydon@gmail.com

GAMES GALORE-MAHJONG:
OR BRIDGE:
Beth Hall, bethall@netvigator.com
LUNCH BUNCH:
Connie Albracht, conniealbracht@me.com
GALLOPING GOURMET: 	Linda Gomoll, Ljgomoll1@gmail.com;

		
		

Jean Han, jeanhoya@yahoo.com;
Penny Soder, pennysoder@gmail.com

AWA HIKING GROUP:

Gail Sousa, glsousa@yahoo.com;
Alison Doran, ajdoran23@gmail.com
Claire Drewery, csdrewery@icould.com
Deborah Royce, deborahroyce@me.com

AWA GLOBE PADDLERS
DRAGON BOAT TEAM:
AWA GOLF SOCIETY:
WOMEN’S FORUM:
WOW: 		

Sarah Brundan, sjbrundan@yahoo.co.in;
Anne Fifer, annefifer@gmail.com
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Nicci Button, Tanya Keg, golf@awa.org
Jane Buck, forjbuck@gmail.com
wow@awa.org.hk

CONTACT INFORMATION
OFFICE
Phone
Fax
Hours
Address

2527 2961/2
2865 7737
9:30am – 3:30pm Mon-Thu
No.5, 11th floor, Arion Commercial Centre,
2-12 Queen's Road West, Hong Kong
Website
www.awa.org.hk
Director of Operations Barbora Mayer: director_operations@awa.org.hk
Membership Representative
Joanne Lam: info@awa.org.hk

COMMUNITY SERVICE
Chairperson

COMMUNITY
volunteering@awa.org.hk

Lee Parr: volunteering@awa.org.hk

China Merchants Wharf Volunteers KD Schumacher: kimm.fl@gmail.com
Hong Kong Hosts – Adopt a Marine,
Adopt a Sailor
hongkonghosts@awa.org.hk
HK Society for the Blind
Lee Parr: Kingsmeadparr@aol.com
Ronald McDonald House Renee Cheung: reneecheung@me.com
Trisha Cliff: miketrishcliff@yahoo.com
Soup Kitchen
Claudia Ciesielski, claudiahk2001@yahoo.com.hk

EDUCATION & SCHOLARSHIP

educationscholarship@awa.org.hk

Chairperson Helen Carruthers: educationscholarship@awa.org.hk
English Programs:
Kwun Tong
Marti Law: martilaw@hotmail.com
Pok Fu Lam
Liz Clark: liz.clark.hk@gmail.com
Sham Shui Po Barbara Iannazzone: barbara.iannazzone@gmail.com
Chai Wan
Linda Gomoll: ljgomoll1@gmail.com
Mei Foo Reading Program Jill Baran Scott: jbaranscott@gmail.com
Lai King
Karen Prosser, Kakki1961@hotmail.com
Dining Etiquette
Bernice Lee: bernicelee2002@yahoo.com
Mock Interviews
Katherine Payne kepayne2506@gmail.com

Public Relations

publicrelations@awa.org.hk

EXECUTIVE BOARD

EXECUTIVE BOARD

president@awa.org.hk

President
Andrea Roth: president@awa.org.hk
1st VP Fundraising
Gunjali Singh: fundraising@awa.org.hk
2nd VP Membership
Jean Han: membership@awa.org.hk
3rd Vice President Activities
Tracey-Lee Hayes: activities@awa.org.hk
AWAre Editor
Brooke Richter: aware@awa.org.hk
Charitable Donations Gabriela Caraman-Heijnen: charities@awa.org.hk
Community Service
Lee Parr: volunteering@awa.org.hk
Education & Scholarship Helen Carruthers: educationscholarship@awa.org.hk
Public Relations
Rachel Bourke: publicrelations@awa.org.hk
Recording Secretary
Jessica Cheng: secretary@awa.org.hk
Treasurer
Annie Fifer: treasurer@awa.org.hk
Strategic Adviser
Robin Fine: strategic_adviser@awa.org.hk
SOCIAL

ACTIVITIES
3rd Vice President
Asian Tours

activities@awa.org.hk
Tracey-Lee Hayes: activities@awa.org.hk
Tracey-Lee Hayes tleehayes@me.com,
Annie Fifer annefifer@gmail.com
Heidi Rockowitz heidirockowitz@gmail.com and
Debbie Cruikshank Debcruik@aol.com

If you would like to join the AWA or if you have any
question about the organization, please contact the office
or any of the Executive Board members.

CARPET WASHING & REPAIRS
PROFESSIONALS
CLEANING & REPAIR SERVICES
Our cleaning and repair services are the best
in Hong Kong. Free pickup and delivery.

Chairperson
Rachel Bourke: publicrelations@awa.org.hk
Newsletter/E-Blast Coordinator Rachel Bourke: publicrelations@awa.org.hk
Forum Moderator
Rachel Bourke: forum@awa.org.hk

MEMBERSHIP

membership@awa.org.hk

2nd Vice President
Jean Han: membership@awa.org.hk
Buddy Program
Alison May: alisonemay@me.com
CHAT Coordinator
Barbara Galligan, Barbgal@aol.com
Foon Ying-Hong Kong Insights Chrissie Govier chrissie: govier@gmail.com
KD Schumacher kimm.fl@gmail.com
Helen Pott helen.hk123@gmail.com
Membership Discounts
membership@awa.org.hk
OWL
Susie Edrington: susie1031e@gmail.com
DB Owl
Susan Putnam, suebexpresso@gmail.com
WOW
wow@awa.org.hk

SHOP IN YOUR HOME

You can buy a carpet in the comfort of your home.
(We can bring the carpets to you with no obligation.)

CALL
: 9018 0897 / 2851 3665
EMAIL
: Iqbalhk@me.com
WEBSITE : Iqbalcarpets.hk
ADDRESS : G/F. 21 PO TUNG RD. SAIKUNG
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